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Why Go For GwayERP?
GwayERP manages your business with a customized integrated system.
GwayERP objective is to create a suite with your business requirements to
track and manage the core business processessuch as Accounting,
Sales, Purchase, CRM, Inventory etc.
With GwayERP you can expect a completely reliable and robust business
with accuracyto the informations shared within.
GwayERP is intended to provide a reliable communication with the
backend and to be notified in prior stage to make further actions and
excel the business growth through automating the back oce functions
like inventory control, accounting which would be an added advantage
in cost cutting.

Trust Our Product to excel your Business.

GwayERP Modules

Inventory
Management

Sales & Marketing

Purchase

Insight to the complete Stocks
available Improves your delivery
through centralized view of Stocks
Manages your Stock by analysing
the record history.

Monitors sales prospects to
process orders without
interruption. Records the customer
potential based on the history for
sales forecast.Integration of both
Sales & customer needs to 100%.

Speed up the purchase with
automated alert management.
Optimize the product purchase
whenever required. Precise report
with Goods availability and
returns.

Finance &
Accounting

HR-Payroll

SCM

Managing the payable, receivable
across the business. Maintaining
the financial operations to ensure
Tax regulations. Complete
database of invoices to analyse
the profit for audit trails.

Develop and Evolve the
competitive wage rates to
employees. Security measures for
the welfare of employees &
employers. Centralised latform to
access the recruitment eectively
to reduce cost.

Key module to integrate
customers & suppliers. Demand
planning and management to
satisfy customers.Track shipment
& logistic information through
reports.

GwayERP Modules

CRM

Business
Intelligence

workflow
Management

A customer-based processfor
maximizing profits. Customer
oriented service for fulfilment to
increase sales. CRM integrates
Sales & Marketing to gain uplifted
revenues.

Provides Real time data for the
owners to make better solutions to
avoid risks. Interactive dashboards
for strategic forecasting to drive
business

A workflow system is a centralized
platform that integrates distinct
workflow tools into one cohesive
application.

Project
Management

Vendor
Management

Other Integrations

Project management is a precise
process used to organize, manage
and control a wide range of
projects in an organization.

Vendor management boosts
overall productivity in the form of
improved security of confidential
files. Robust communications with
vendors will return in better
response, overall advanced
reliability and quality of services
provided.

Other integration expels the
inefficiencies and gaps formed in
environments where systems are
isolated into silos. Your team will
be able to accomplish more with
less effort by streamlining with an
automated integration.

Inventory Management
Our GwayERP's inventory management product ensures the most
important assets of business considering that the customer targets
are met by eradicating the term Out of Stocks. Our product intent is
to make you decide the best decisions through accuracy.
With accurate data & notifications, you can deliver goods to
consumers faster and improve productivity. Our Inventory
management tool tracks the number of goods stored with
description to access with ease.
We eradicate completely the time and unnecessary last-minute
follow-ups that impact your business. We mainly focus on your
business optimization.
Furthermore, organized inventory
management prevents overstocking and saves money on holding
costs. The inventory management system alerts warehouse
managers to replenish stock on time and avoid stockouts.
We can customize your inventory management by either FIFO or LIFO,
which is nothing but the older inventory is sold first or the newer
inventory to be sold first which is purely based on your request.
Through our product, we guarantee accuracy and automated
notifications which reduce both operational and administrative
costs through a central database that is accessible anytime. With all
these, you can prevent the shortage of products which leads to
a well-organized warehouse system.

Sales & Marketing
GwayERP products sales & marketing module focus on the customer
needs such as Pre-sale activities in order to track each and every
customer's order from the order being placed, that is order
placement till the dispatch by raising unique invoice and receiving
the payments.
We customize our product to track the core requirements like sales
order, scheduling order, shipment with special instructions if any,
tracking & returns.
Customers & Sales are the vital nerves in business to continue and
sustain. As sales are the main source of cash flow.
We know time is precious in business sales. We have a feature for
recording the customer’s name, shipping details & profile details to
be more prominent in shipping goods. We can customize your
marketing strategy of yours thorough Our Product by adding a
feature by tracking the past history patterns of the sales to a
customer and notify in future to have continuity in sales & production
planning in advance.
You can receive a report on pending orders or ship orders on a daily,
weekly, or monthly basis, depending on your needs. With all these
strategic plans in sales, you can drive the market across locations to
satisfy the customer and profitability

Finance & Accounting
GwayERP's Finance & Accounting software integrates financial
information within a centralized control. Our product generates a
report for the required time intervals to interpret the financial
transactions made across. You can get clear precise financial
information to communicate to the user whenever required.
The main objective is for the product to streamline the process and
avoid manual accounting processes through automated processes
by which manual errors can be avoided. With all the data in the
report, you can maintain business records to compare the financial
growth to make better decisions in business.
Financial health can be monitored by tracking previous data
processing. We can customize the display of data based on your
needs. With this, the cost planning can be actively engaged to yield
potential revenue to the business.
The reports generated will be transparent to identify the spike in
Sales & Purchase in an eagle eye viewpoint. There won't be any
scenario such as missing payment due by customizing the product
through an alert.
As it's becoming digital everywhere, documents can't be misplaced
and documents can be accessed any where at any time, so that the
risk evaluation can be performed through their portals and the risk
can be completely avoided, which affects profitability at a high rate.

Purchase
Purchase management is the main focus area in business to fulfill
the items requested and to re-order the shortage in stocks to assure
the business is not interrupted. It can also provide important insights
into consumption patterns and helps companies negotiate the best
prices with suppliers.
Automation can help speed up the procurement process, helping
businesses to obtain goods and services faster. It can also assist
companies in monitoring spending patterns and supplier costs,
which would be useful when negotiating contracts.
Our product records the details of complete purchase history
systematically with numerous suppliers. With these records, the
business can improve the quality and quantify the stocks with less
time and cost to meet the competitive edge.
GwayERP improves purchase management by keeping concurrent
checks on the stocks available for inventory replenishment.
Those who need to be filled will be notified to avoid stock shortages
earlier This results in less manual effort, which saves time, and errors
can be easily ignored.
With planning on a purchase order, you can perform services, you
can perform services to end customers without delay and fulfill their
needs on time through our integrated product between Inventory
Management and Purchase Management.

HR-Payroll
Human Resources is an integral part of any business and is
responsible for any decisions that get finalized to yield the best
results. Employees must be treated fairly, and compensation must
be tracked based on the work they do, according to industry
standards.
Payroll is a method of administering employee salaries through tax
deductions, compensation calculations, retirement benefits, and so
on from a business standpoint. Payroll and HR work together to
formulate a complete salary structure with employee and employer
satisfaction.
With our products, you can reduce the manual effects to some
extent which reduces and saves your time. It is achievable through
payroll management which includes payroll registers, and report
enerations based on specific intervals. The majority of salary
deduction/calculation
is
simplified
by
incorporating
biometric/smartcard data into the system for tracking attendance
and security violations via alert management if necessary.
The HR payroll module is customizable based on the needs of the
customer to improve employee management data and payroll
processing. An automated batch process may be initiated monthly
to integrate the employee attendance and payroll can be processed
with the finance team for further processing. You can very well crack
the personal details and health issues can be monitored which can
make a record of each employee with health assessment as
employee health is important for the business to sustain.

SCM
Supply Chain Management is involved in monitoring and controlling
the supplies handled across your business. To meet the customer's
demands, SCM manages storage and transportation. This module
makes it easy for the supervisor to track the items being consumed
and used with respect to the delivery dates.
SCM module focuses on transparency through the business which
helps them in handling the supply of goods and other resources
required in near future. The interruptions in supply and data
processing can be avoided, which makes a complete collaboration
with purchase, supply, and suppliers to increase the margins. You
can streamline the supply chain before demand and continuity are
ever hindered.
Perfect inventory management is possible to avoid excess costs. The
module provides a brief list of products that are in demand with the
cost split up by referring to the past. With this, This allows you to
monitor and complete orders on time easily, and you can use your
own strategy to build your own storage structure in the future.
SCM's main objective is to reduce the delay in processing the
customer demands which in turn reduces the operational cost as
well as the delay is completely eradicated and the business can
never lose the valued customer through the enhanced supplier
collaboration.

CRM
The central idea behind customer relationship management (CRM)
is to keep the customer's request for feedback in order to better
serve them. WithERP'sCRMproduct, you can have a healthy
relationship with your customers and have crystal clear interactions
with them. This improves profitability as customer expectations are
met through a streamlined process.
By using CRM, you can bridge the gap across departments such as
sales, marketing, purchase, and customer service. The benefit of a
CRM module is that it allows you to grow your team.
CRM will act as a real time interactive application to know the
customer's very well & to mainly focus on theirwishes to create a
valuable lifetime customers for the business. By making business
process more ecient CRM helps to increase the sales with customer
fulfilment at greater volumes. A single centralised database to
access across all departments to provide clearvisibilityto improvise
and satisfythe customers.
With the CRM module you can track the detail of customer, supplier
in detail to knowabout the issues theyfaced and formulate a
complete repositorywith user defined information’s which is
available as a record to ignore the same in future forbusiness
continuity.
“An integrated approach to cross departmental collaboration with
User Satisfaction”.

Business Intelligence
Business Intelligence is the key factor for a business to analyze the
performance with risks taken to support a reliable decision-making
methodology. With BI you can get to know the recent trends to
survive in the market. Detailed statistics provide targeted
information by combining internal and external data.
BI is often viewed as a strategic investment that can provide a
significant competitive advantage with a positive return, thus
contributing to the company’s revenue and growth, and enhancing
the organization’s overall performance.
By combining its capabilities in technical and organizational issues,
BI enables a company to use the information to support its decisions
and operations.
The overview of the statistical report forecasts the vision, which aids
in risk prediction and identifying the critical functions to invest in.
Data are converted into meaningful data to predict further
profitability through Business Intelligence.
The statistical data allows the business owner to make short-term or
long-term decisions to sustain the business and to research the root
cause of any risks to avoid in the future in order to maintain a
competitive business edge.
A similar format of reports with ease of use is obtained with the
Business Intelligence module by integration. The analyst can deep
slice into the real-time data which avoids the flaws and costs for the
business.

Workflow Management
Manages the workflow in the way metiers demand. Creates Custom
Workflow. Made Task Management Much Easy.
The right workflow management software will certainly get you there.
Every team, including agile teams, cross-functional teams, ancient
teams, and modern teams, requires a solid workflow to adhere to,
which is a very real possibility when you have a dependable software
platform to keep things running smoothly.
The ERP software comes with a long list of features such as
discussions, chat, Gantt, custom workflow, Kanban board
measuring progress, multiple task list views, and much more.
Having the ERP software enables teams to streamline and speed up
their routine business processes for optimal efficiency.
But finding a workflow management software that matches your
business and team’s interests is harder than ever because, quite
frankly, there are too many options to choose from.
Therefore, we have compiled a list of workflow management
software platforms that have the potential to bring revolutionary
changes to the way your organization does business.
Gway ERP Workflow management software brings flexibility to the
way project managers and teams manage their work. It is without a
doubt one of the most versatile ERP software solutions for project
management and the team.

Project Management
Good Project Management ERP should make it possible for team
members who are geographically scattered and dispersed by
timezones to work productively, collaboratively, and with zero
communication lapses.
The main objective of project management is to plan and
implement a project to successfully achieve its listed goals and
deliverables. Project management enhances easy tracking of
deadlines and framing of a budget. It demands the application of
knowledge, prowess, tools, and techniques to meet the project
requirements. The project management controls the project from
start to end and ensures that the initiatives and targets are
strategically aligned.
GwayERP provides you with a nexus to handle various projects of all
verticals and horizontals, so you can pursue your progress and keep
an eye on time limits. It can also set due dates, affix comments and
show task progress, and catch a glimpse of the outstanding.
Combining innovation with productivity. GwayERP’s unique visual
interface will customize according to your needs, facilitating you to
get information clearly and accurately to manage tasks and lists.
Customizing the tasks more according to your requirements.
GwayERP offers full flexibility and manages each and every project to
precision.

Vendor Management
A vendor management system can help you streamline the vendor
acquisition process, communicate with vendors, evaluate their
performance, and lead relationships with them.
Vendor management comprises various components. Each
component completes a specific part of the cycle and must be
completed before the next component can be approached. The
insight of every role within the cycle is essential to frame a successful
vendor management strategy.
Choosing the right vendors from the start is a critical step in
preparing your team for success. This allows you to better clarify
which vendors are worth preserving relationships with. Focusing on
relationship management sets you up for better deals and
settlement terms in the long run.
With GwayERP's VendorManagement, you'll be able to attain a
detailed picture of vendor functions as well as make more effective
and fruitful high-level business decisions.
Financing in vendor management is an investment in the future of
your business. Procurement and finance professional functions,
requesters (employees), and vendors all play a role to support each
other. A high-performing vendor management operations will keep
each of these stakeholders gaily and execute at their best,
flourishing business and company reputation.

Other Integrations
ERP integration allows businesses to access real-time data from
across their systems in one central location. Better integration
means more data and better decision-making.
ERP system integration is the synchronization of the ERP software
which generates a single source of information from all the collated
data.
ERP systems can consume data from a variety of sources and
generate data infographics.This enhances coordination between
teams as they partake in amalgamated data across teams.
An organization often engages two or more departments to define
different operations to run smoothly and competently. Integrating
your ERP, first and foremost means, merging functions of one
department to another via a centralized system. In simple terms, it
means the allocation of data within an organization. It aids to create
the smooth flow of data that can be used to fulfill the requirements
at the department level as well as organization level.
GwayERP can exclusively integrate modules into one system
according to your business. Those modules are Accounting and
Finance, Human Resource, Inventory management, CRM, Dispatch
Management, Marketing and sales, and many more.
GwayERP is the pioneer in integrated ERP software that can handle
your entire business completely online. We offer Integrations
amalgamated with Innovations and Intelligence.

A good system will shine light into dark corners.
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